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An Ethos for Learning
Our students, staff and governors were 
consulted on refreshing our values to bring 
out the best in everyone.  We agreed that 
our ethos blends:

■■ Ambition

■■ Confidence

■■ Determination

■■ Creativity

■■ Respect

■■ Enthusiasm

Northampton Academy brings  
our ethos to life in ways that are relevant 
to our students, our staff and our 
community.  It is underpinned by our 
sponsor’s Christian roots as a charity and 
our moral purpose and diversity shown 
through the behaviours of staff and 
students of all faiths and none. 

We make it a priority to provide teachers 
with exceptional professional support and 
development, so that every child receives an 
excellent experience.

The Best in Everyone
We are not alone in striving to bring out 
the best in your child.  United Learning 
is a group of schools providing excellent 
education to children and young people 
across the country by improving the life 
chances of all those we serve.  

Our mission is to bring out the best in 
everyone – students, staff, parents and 
the wider community.  Uniquely, we 
have schools in both the public and the 
private sectors, working together for 
mutual benefit.

The growing range of outstanding 
group-wide activities we provide for 
young people means they have truly 
exceptional and inspiring experiences.  
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“I really like being at Northampton Academy because 
the teachers are supportive and they give you really 
good advice on how you can improve.”

Lily, Year 7
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“Northampton Academy gives you enough 
independence to let you learn so you work the 
best you can; there are very good teachers who 
support you.”

Jade, Year 12
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An inclusive welcome
We provide a broad and balanced 
education, preparing young people 
to progress and to have successful 
lives.  Our students have a wide 
range of abilities and we are able to 
give over 1,400 children an inspiring 
education.  We are an inclusive, 
welcoming school for children of all 
backgrounds, all faiths and none.  As 
a parent looking for a great school 
for your child, we hope that what you 
find here encourages you to discover 

more.  At Northampton Academy 
you will find a unity of aspiration 
and a deep moral and professional 
commitment to live up to the 
standards that our ethos and values 
promote. It is our responsibility 
to safeguard and promote the 
welfare of children and we will 
act on identified concerns, which 
may result in the involvement of 
external agencies. 
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A curriculum to enthuse and inspire
In achieving ‘the Best in Everyone’ the 
curriculum at Northampton Academy 
comprises a broad and innovative range 
of learning experiences for each student 
to enable them to make the best possible 
progress and fulfil their academic potential.

Our personalised curriculum offer, in 
conjunction with excellent teaching, impacts 
positively on learning and progress. This 
allows all our students to respond positively 
to the opportunities and challenges of 
a rapidly changing world.  In turn, this 
enhances each student’s self-esteem and 
emotional well being and promotes British 
values in conjunction with an understanding 
and appreciation of cultures and beliefs 
different from their own.

Year 7 and 8 undertake Key Stage 3 for 
two years with Key Stage 4 options being 
chosen at the end of Year 8.  In the first 
two years they follow a core curriculum 
of English, Mathematics and Science 
complemented by History, Geography, 
Information Technology, Languages, 
Design Technology, Art, Drama, Music, 
Religious Education and Physical Education.  
They are also given the opportunity to 
develop their creativity and skills through 
our Sports and Enterprise specialism.

Students are placed in two equal ability 
bands of five groups set by ability for 
most subjects. Our Aspiration Programme 
enables all students to follow in-depth 
studies of their choice.  From Years 9 – 11 

they are set by ability in the core subjects.  
In addition, they will have chosen from an 
extensive range of subjects they would like 
to focus on, both academic and vocational.

Our Sixth Form curriculum is almost 
entirely academic A’ levels, and meets the 
aspirations of our students to progress 
to university. It is relevant, challenging 
and contributes to a coherent 11 – 19 
provision encompassing the Sciences and 
Technologies, including Engineering, as 
well as the Arts and Humanities, ensuring 
progression and motivating students to 
lifelong learning.
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“Teachers use different methods to explain things so 
I can understand better and learn more.”

James, Year 9
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“At Northampton Academy, teachers will go the extra 
mile to help students understand the work.”

Jaime, Year 8
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A Time of Transition
Transition is a time of change:

■■ A new and bigger school working environment

■■ Changes in teachers

■■ New friendship groups

■■ Being around older students

■■ Movement around the school

■■ New subject areas

In Year 7 we minimise these changes by using 
a variety of bridging activities.  Students 
are visited in their Primary Schools by our 
Transition Manager during their Year 6.  This 
helps students to raise any questions they 

may have.  New students first spend time with 
us as part of an active and thorough Year 7 
induction programme.  This takes place during 
the summer term prior to entry.  We also run a 
highly successful Summer School.  This allows 
us to cater and plan for the needs of all of 
our Year 7 students before they begin their 
Northampton Academy journey.

Year 7 is built upon principles such as teamwork 
and independent learning whilst maintaining 
high expectations of behaviour and conduct.  
Our guiding principle is to ensure that each 
individual child feels safe and confident in their 
learning environment.

Year 7 is focussed on educating the whole 
child.  We awaken the students’ curiosity 
for learning and create space for them to 
understand their emotional development and 
needs as individuals and as part of a team to 
ensure accelerated learning, good behaviour 
and excellent progress.  

We expect high standards in terms of 
appearance and courtesy, consistently across 
lessons.  Parents are pleased with the strict 
boundaries and the happy, stress-free transition. 
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“It’s interesting, a unique school, because here 
you are given the chance to be yourself, and not a 
robot or a sheep.”

Thomas, Year 10
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A new way to develop leaders for the future
Listening to students and developing students 
as leaders is at the heart of enabling children 
to realise their potential.  This builds the skills, 
confidence and motivation for young people 
to become advocates for their own and 
others’ needs.   
 
It also helps them to improve their own 
learning through a wider range of experiences.  
Student Voice is important in promoting active 
citizenship through democratic bodies which 
have a real influence.

Learning and Teaching is at the centre of 
discussions to enable staff and student dialogue. 
 
This process deepens student engagement  
as they are able to contribute to whole  
school improvement.  

Student roles include: 

■■ Interviewing external candidates for teaching 
and/or leadership vacancies

■■ Development of Project Groups e.g. 
‘Debating for Key Stage 3 Students’

■■  Learning Buddies working with volunteer 
staff to strengthen the bond between 
‘Learning and Teaching’

■■ Question and Answer sessions for visitors 
e.g. ‘Back to School’ event for United 
Learning Head office staff...”Fantastic 
feedback was provided regarding the 
Student Council and this really showed us 
how diverse, inclusive and encouraging 
Northampton Academy is.”  Head Office 
staff were brimming with admiration of 
these young people.
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A wealth of opportunities
During the final two years at 
Northampton Academy, we do 
everything possible to help prepare each 
student to cope with life’s challenges 
and excel in the world.  Through our 
extensive Mentoring Support System, 
Sixth Formers gain the opportunity to 
assist in the smooth running of the 
whole school community.

Students from our Sixth Form 
continue to gain places at some 
of the UK’s top universities.  Our 
courses are appropriate for every 
learning ability, and by the end of 

their studies, students are prepared 
for progression to university, 
further training or employment.

The Sixth Form staff are here to 
support students during the whole 
two-year experience.  Success 
is achieved through a strong, 
three-way partnership, between 
Northampton Academy, students 
and parents/carers, who have a 
significant role to play in supporting 
progress and full attendance.
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“I enjoy the lessons because teachers are 
organised.  Whenever I ask for help, I get it.” 

Dantai, Year 11
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A future to aspire to
Our students are hugely aspirational and 
go onto a range of careers after leaving 
school.  We are pleased to offer a wide 
variety of guidance from Year 7 upwards 
and have practical Career and Enterprise 
days throughout the year to support each 
student’s individual aspirations.

Northampton Academy works in 
collaboration with further and higher 

education contacts to provide independent 

advice for college and university, and 

through our close links with local businesses 

and apprenticeship providers to support 

those students choosing to enter the world 

of work.  Indeed, Year 11 leavers work in 

highly valued apprenticeships, often as the 

result of their excellent achievements during 

work experience.  We are very proud of 

the academic successes of our students – 
but equally proud of the way that, during 
their time here, they come to feel more 
self-confident and better prepared for 
college, work and university, with former 
students now studying for degrees at Russell 
Group Universities including Oxford and 
Cambridge. 
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